CASE STUDY
™

BACKGROUND
National Fleet
• Over 6,000 power units
• Over 40,000 trailers
• Nationwide transport routes

NATIONAL FLEET: GAINING
TIRE LIFE AND IMPROVING ROI

Major Fleet Making Major Changes.
When one of the nation's largest fleets wanted to make the change from lead
weight balancing, they knew they needed a product worth the process. Finding
the right solution for a fleet of over 6,000 power units and 50,000 trailers was no
easy feat, especially when every one of those vehicles needs to be optimized for
tire life and fuel economy.

Testing for Proven Results.

CHALLENGES
• Make fleet-wide change
from lead weights
• Increase tire life
• Increase fleet fuel efficiency

Before converting its entire fleet, an internal research team studied how FLEXX
performed over the life of some of the fleet's trial tractor trailers. The results
revealed FLEXX as the clear market leader in any method of wheel-end
balancing, producing longer tire life, increased fuel efficiency, and decreasing
vibrations in the tractor trailer.

“FLEXX provided the consistency that we
were able to notice across the fleet."
– Director of Fleet Maintenance

IMI’S SOLUTIONS
• FLEXX, IMI’s adaptive wheel-end balancing solution with DUAL FORCE
technology

NATIONAL FLEET'S RESULTS
• Tire life across the fleet increased from 10,000 - 20,000 miles per tire
• Improved fuel efficiency with reduced rolling resistance
• Greater ROI with increased tire life
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IMI + NATIONAL FLEET
™

THE SOLUTION
FLEXX - IMI’s adaptive wheel-end balancing
solution with DUAL FORCE technology

OUTCOME
Increased tire life, improved
operating cost-per-mile,

FEATURES
• Adaptively responds to road force changes
• Installs quickly to maximize productivity
• Extends tire life and improves fuel efficiency

and greater fuel efficiency
across a nationwide
transportation fleet.

Increasing productivity and tire life
FLEXX supported the national fleet's goal of keeping cost-per-mile low by
increasing tire life between 10,000 - 20,000 miles per tire. These gains kept
tires on the road longer with more even tread wear, increasing the fleet's fuel
efficiency and improving its operating cost-per-mile.
Comprehensive Training
Making the change from lead weights to dynamic internal wheel-end balancing
requires trained technicians. IMI supported the switch by providing the best
solution on the market and training all of the fleet's technicians on proper
installation. This training ensured optimal results from FLEXX while serving as
extra partner support, making IMI a complete partner to the fleet.

“IMI provided many trainings to help the
technicians understand FLEXX and how to
install the product. It's been a very good
relationship all around."

– Director of Fleet Maintenance
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